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Context: pose from objects



Previous Works

Model objects with ellipsoids Camera position from 1 pair 
of ellipse/ellipsoid

Full 6D camera pose from 2 
pairs of ellipse/ellipsoid

3D Object Localisation from 
Multi-View Image Detections, 
Rubino et. al

Perspective-2-Ellipsoid: Bridging the 
Gap Between Object Detections and 
6-DoF Camera Pose, Gaudillière et. al

Camera Relocalization with Ellipsoidal 
Abstraction of Objects, Gaudillière et. al



Axis-aligned Ellipse



Axis-aligned Ellipse



Axis-aligned Ellipse



Axis-aligned Ellipse



Importance of the 3D supervision



3D-Aware ellipse prediction

3D-coherent ellipses as ellipsoids projections

2D detections



Ellipsoid projection and ellipse parameterization

Ellipsoid projection using the dual forms C* and Q*.

half-axes:
angle:

center:

Ellipse parameterization



Multi-bin loss

MultiBin Loss*

*A. Mousavian, D. Anguelov, J. Flynn and J. Košecká, "3D Bounding Box Estimation Using Deep Learning and Geometry," 2017, CVPR



Implicit function-based loss

Scale, rotate and shift the base function:

+ naturally handles the angular parameter (no discontinuity, 
circular case)

+ combines all the parameters without fine-tuned weighting 
factors (for balancing different quantities)



Global system



Data augmentation

Shift Rotation Perspective Blur Color Jitter



Predicted ellipse on Linemod



Comparison with inscribed ellipse

Inscribed ellipse Our predicted ellipses



Estimated camera position

Proportion of positions correctly estimated wrt. the error threshold (in cm)

Inscribed ellipses Our predicted ellipses

* a noisy estimate of the camera orientation is assumed to be known



Predicted ellipses on T-LESS

Predicted ellipses in green

Ground truth ellipses in red



Increased robustness to detection errors

Inscribed ellipsesOur predicted ellipses



Increased robustness to detection errors

Orientation error (in degrees) Position error (in cm)

The horizontal axes represent the level of noise



Independence to the reconstructed ellipsoid

Proportion of positions correctly estimated wrt. the threshold



Experiments on 7-Scenes

Chess scene

- 11 objects reconstructed from a object 
annotations (at least 3)

- 7 categories (TV, Xbox, chair, timer, …)
- Training set: 3 sequences (3000 images)
- Evaluation set: 3 sequences (3000 images)



Experiments on 7-Scenes 

Pose computation

- P2E (2 or 3 objects)
- P3P (at least 3 objects)
- Ellipses IoU-based RANSAC for data 

association.

Legend:

- Bold: projection of the ellipsoidal models with the 
estimated camera pose.

- Thin: predicted ellipses from object detections.

Color code:

- green: ellipses used in pose computation.
- blue: ellipses considered as inliers in the validation step.
- red: ellipses not used.



Experiments on 7-Scenes 

Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 5
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* images with at least 2 detections



Analysis P2E / P3P

Sequence 2

Sequence 3

Sequence 5

3 objects 4 objects 5 objects



Thank you for your attention

Questions ?


